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Modplan’s patios open the door to an enhanced portfolio

Trade fabricator Modplan’s patio door, part of a comprehensive portfolio of products, is
manufactured in the fabricator’s dedicated door plant. This in-house expertise is
something that Managing Director Heidi Sachs knows is important to the company’s
customers: “Because we’re manufacturing our patios in-house, we can guarantee the
quality of every single one as well as offering an extremely competitive turnaround
time.”
Heidi says that Modplan’s patio is extremely popular amongst fabricators who want to
offer a comprehensive portfolio but don’t have the resources to manufacture them
themselves. “Patio doors are a great value-added product, but they are complex to
manufacture and many fabricators don’t or can’t make the investment needed to
fabricate them. Our patios are the perfect way for fabricators to be able to add them to
their portfolios because they can be sure that we’re just as committed to quality as they
are.”
Modplan’s VEKA patio doors are designed to complement its Matrix 58, Matrix 70 and
Matrix FS window systems and are available in White, Rosewood, Rosewood on White,

Golden Oak and Golden Oak on White. They can also be sprayed in any RAL colour in
Modplan’s dedicated painting facility, which has recently expanded to meet the pace of
growing demand.
The doors can be glazed with 28mm toughened glass or laminated glazing if necessary.
They are fully steel reinforced for strength and durability and come with multi-point hook
locks and anti-lift blocks.
The company has recently launched the eagerly awaited low threshold for the Inline
Sliding Patio Door. Available in silver and gold finish, the threshold is Part M compliant
and suits 2 pane patios up to 3100mm in length.
Modplan prides itself on the quality of its service. Heidi explains, “As a trade fabricator,
we can concentrate on giving our customers the support they need to grow their
businesses. We like to become our customers’ trusted partners and an extension of their
in-house teams by delivering a high quality product and service on time every time.”
Modplan manufactures a comprehensive range of products that includes three casement
windows, a vertical slider, composite doors, PVC-u and aluminium patio and bi-fold
doors, conservatories, the Vertex solid tile-effect roof and glass and polycarbonate
conservatory roofs. For more information on any of Modplan’s products, simply Ask the
Man from Modplan.
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